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Reincarnating the East India Company
Indian businessmen are buying back colonial-era British brands. But can these

acquisitions rewrite history?

Michaela Stone Cross
January 27, 2021

East India Tea Company Poster, ca. 1870 (Presented by E. A. Binstead)

It was 2006 when Sanjiv Mehta bought the East India Company (EIC) — at least,
what was left of it. A group of white Brits had bought the intellectual property
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rights and coat of arms from the Crown a few years previously, only for Mehta

to buy them out one-by-one. The last investor was the trickiest: he said they
had never “even had a Jew as a partner,” let alone an Indian. But money talked,
and soon a Gujarati businessman owned the company that made its first
foothold in Gujarat nearly 400 years before. 

“Why did I buy the EIC?” said Mehta, who comes from a family of Bombay
diamond merchants, and previously worked in the oil and gem trades. “To
begin with, it was an emotional decision. When I bought the IP, I didn’t have
any business plan.” He decided to sell some of the products that had made EIC’s
fortunes in the first place: first tea, then cocoa, coffee, jam, tea, marmalade,
gold and silver vintage coins. To lend his company an air of authenticity,
Mehta scoured the archives of the British Museum, met with historians, and
traveled to former EIC trading ports from Bombay to Afghanistan. “Since I was
giving a rebirth to the East India Company, I thought I should follow the path
of history,” he said.

In 2011, the Mumbai-based Mahindra Group announced a $100 million
investment in Mehta’s East India Company, in an effort to scale the business
across luxury goods. The company capitalizes on empire nostalgia, running the
East India Company tea shop in a posh district of central London, selling pricey
teas with colonial-era names. Reading the description of “Governor Aungier’s
Bombay Chai” — which attributes the contemporary city’s vibrancy to the
efforts of a former EIC governor — you would never think that the company
was owned by an Indian man. But colonial-nostalgia is par for the course in the
tea industry, which often commercializes a romantic view of empire. 

https://caravanmagazine.in/business/company-man
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/indl-goods/svs/engineering/mahindras-buy-stake-in-british-east-india-company/articleshow/7365164.cms?from=mdr
https://www.theeastindiacompany.com/products/governor-aungiers-bombay-chai-black-tea-pyramid-sachets-x10/
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The East India Company's Imperial Mohur Gold Proof Coin, which retails for £1,195 (via East India Company retail site)

“What if EIC had not ceased trading in 1874 and continued to trade right up to
2010? And had the governors of EIC in 2010 decided to make it a luxury brand?
What would the products and design be?” said Mehta, who hopes to open shops
in Singapore, Delhi, and Dubai. 

“The absence of trading between 1874 and 2010 would be deemed an aberration
of history. If we can create that seamlessness of the saga, then I don't think
that brand exists anywhere else.” 

Empires don’t vanish. Rather, they transform and mutate, their roots too
ensnared in the sinews of society to be extracted by something as simple as a
revolution. The original East India Company — a rogue monopoly that
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conquered a subcontinent — transformed into the British Raj and then into

neocolonialist companies, ones that controlled key South Asian industries such
as cotton, jute, and tea. Even Mahatma Gandhi, the freedom fighter who’d
given up everything from sex to imported cotton, couldn’t shake his tea habit:
“Gandhi protested tea drinking, but he drank it,” said Erika Rappaport, a
historian of tea and empire at the University of California, Santa Barbara. “He'd
say, ‘I'm colonized.’”

The echoes of empire remain, not just in the dreams of India’s industrialists,
but in something as simple and innocent as a cup of chai. 

It sounds like something out of a dystopian novel: the East India Company was
a start-up that seized a subcontinent, turning an island of uncouth
xenophobes into an empire in just 150 years. Issued a charter by Queen
Elizabeth I in 1600, the EIC was granted a monopoly over all trade outside the
Atlantic Ocean. It quickly outgrew its original business model — hiring pirates
to steal spices from more successful Dutch merchant ships — and began
trafficking opium, human beings, and, crucially, tea. 
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Unloading tea ships in the British East India Company docks in London 1860s (North Wind Picture Archives / Alamy)

“The promise of India was a means of payment for Chinese tea,” said Matthew
Thomas Wormer, a historian at Stanford University. The English — who’d
become addicted to Chinese “chaw” by the 18th century — demanded tea but
had little to offer China in return. “The problem with purchasing tea from
China was the Chinese only wanted silver for it,” said Wormer. “And exporting
silver out of Britain was always hugely controversial…. [They hoped] that tax
revenues would be able to pay for tea without exporting silver from Britain
itself.”

The Mughal emperor Nur-ud-din Salim Jahangir had little interest in the
English: he was impressed by neither their conversation nor their hygiene.
Nevertheless, he allowed the EIC to establish factories in 1612, a highly
beneficial relationship for a country easily dwarfed by the Mughal economy.

https://archive.org/details/AllAboutTeaV2
https://books.google.com/books?id=iRuoDwAAQBAJ
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Soon the EIC established three port cities: Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta. And

Indian wealth — or to use the Indian word, loot — was soon flooding into
England, swelling the price of company stocks. 

“In the 1760s, EIC stock was seen as a safe, sober investment for people looking
for a stable income,” said Wormer. “They paid better than Bank of England
securities.” The EIC grew into a bloated, oligarchical bureaucracy, a host to
vicious infighting between factions and lobbying campaigns that bought the
Company political power. “It penetrated all parts of society — its tentacles were
everywhere in England. And it was always quite controversial, because the
monopoly was seen as an infringement on the rights of English people to
engage in trade.”

The East India House in Leadenhall Street, London, drawing by Thomas Hosmer Shepherd, c. 1817.

To the English public, if there were any victims of the company, it was English
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citizens — to them, Indians were a “backwards,” “benighted,” people, whose

economy could grow with the help of European enterprise. That myth still
persists to this day. 

“No one can now argue that Indians did not put up a tough fight; that they
lacked in enterprise, dignity, or political sophistication; that the Mughals — the
empire that ruled much of the subcontinent before the British — were a
decrepit dynasty that let the British have their way,” writes historian Priya
Satia. “And no one can argue that Company rule was just, benevolent, or about
anything other than greed.”

The East India Company didn’t send their ‘best and brightest.’ Instead, Britain’s
most desperate opportunists flooded into India, with little interest in anything
except returning home rich men. With six-month-long communication delays
between messages, the EIC’s governor in India acted semi-autonomously. The
Company’s guards gradually transformed from security into mercenaries and
finally an imperialist army, ready to exploit rapid Mughal decline. 

https://history.stanford.edu/news/epic-struggle-mastery-subcontinent-priya-satia
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The pictures made by Indian artists for the British in India are called Company paintings. This one probably depicts William
Fullerton of Rosemount, who joined the East India Company's service in 1744 and was second surgeon in Calcutta in 1751. He was
present at the siege of Calcutta in 1756 and became mayor of Calcutta in 1757. In 1763 Fullerton became a surgeon to the Patna
Agency (Artist: Dip Chand).
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“[Governor] Robert Clive’s faction was behind the move to take sovereign power
from Bengal,” said Wormer. Using mercenary armies trained in the latest
Prussian tactics, Clive seized land and forced local rulers to sign a series of
treaties that gave the Company the right to collect revenues in Bengal, Orissa,
and Bihar. But instead of the profit he’d promised the Board of Directors,
military victories gained the Company mounting debt. It was a classic nation-
building-gone-wrong quagmire, and it proved costly. Far worse, a merchant
company made for terrible governance, culminating in the devastating Bengal
famine of 1770. 

“If you want to talk about ‘too big to fail,’ the East India Company is one of the
first instances of that,” said Wormer. “It was considered so systemically
important that it couldn't be allowed to go bankrupt. It's like the Goldman
Sachs of the time, or BlackRock.”
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Two sepoy officers; a private sepoy (1820s, artist unknown)

The British government bailed out the company over and over, taking more
control each time. This went on until the Indian Rebellion of 1857 — also called
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the First War of Independence — where the Company’s local Indian militia

revolted. In revenge against the rebels who’d slaughtered women and children,
the Company killed, raped and tortured Indian civilians, while executing
suspected ‘traitors.’  The British public — outraged by plummeting stocks and
stories of violated British women — demanded action, and got it: in 1858 the
Company was taken over, and in 1873 it was dissolved. 

“It was incorporated into the British government, but they kept essentially the
same administrative structure,” said Wormer. “There was continuity, but
instead of being called the ‘East India Company,’ it was called ‘the Crown.’”  

It was corporate rebranding at its finest. The famines did not cease, nor did the
monopolies. The salt tax, which Gandhi would famously protest, was an EIC-era
policy, and though the Raj paid lip service to reestablishing “free enterprise,” in
reality, the British tightly controlled crucial products like cotton, jute, salt, and
tea. In Assam, which the EIC had conquered for its tea-friendly climate, former
EIC members became plantation owners, and used the excuse of the ‘rebellion’
to seize the entire industry. 

“There's some Indian capital that's involved, right from the beginning,” said
Rappaport. “And there were Indian tea growers. But by the 1860s, after the
Indian mutiny happened, the British realized they didn't need the Indians
anymore. So they were accused of rebelling, of being traitors; they were
executed, imprisoned. And the tea industry became much more white.”
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An opium factory in Patna, India from c. 1850

Many Indians who did financially succeed did so as brokers — though
corruption was rampant, Company members were not allowed to engage in
trade privately until in 1858 the monopoly was dissolved. They did so through
third-parties: Gujaratis, Marwaris, Parsis, Konkani Muslims, Jews, and Jains were
all merchant minorities, each with networks that could aid British enterprise.
The Tata family first earned its fortune in the cotton, opium, and tea
industries: Nusserwanji Tata exported tea and imported cotton and opium in
Hong Kong, and later supplied goods to British troops during their invasion of
Abyssinia in 1868.

But tea production remained a British monopoly organized through the Indian
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But tea production remained a British monopoly, organized through the Indian
Tea Association, which quickly sought to introduce it to the Indian market.

“Chai is a version of a traditional drink. People in India used to drink a lot of
spiced milky drinks, and then tea got added,” said Rappaport. Masala chai, as
we know it, only became ubiquitous only around the 1920s to 1930s. 

An 1850 British engraving showing tea cultivation and tea leaf processing (Joseph Lionel Williams after Thomas Brown, 1850, Assam)

“There was a strain of nationalists who wanted to kick tea out, in the 1920s, and
1930s,” said Rappaport. “But marketers are so clever, then they just made it
Indian, made it seem like tea was the national drink.” Despite Independence in
1947, and despite many tea plantations located in areas where land
redistribution was a popular rallying cry, South Asia’s many emerging
economies were too dependent on foreign currency to nationalize the
industry. 
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“In Pakistan, they had a tea conference [after Independence],” said Rappaport.
“They’d say ‘It’s utterly British; we have to get rid of it’...But the export market
was really important then, and they thought tea and rubber, and a couple
other key industries, if they let it go, their economy would collapse.”
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The natural history of the tea-tree : with observations on the medical qualities of tea and on the effects of tea drinking (Printed by J.
Nichols for Charles Dilly, 1799)
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The British moved tea production to African countries like Kenya and Malawi,
assuming they could remain in power there. But even in South Asia, some
plantations stayed in the same hands for decades, and after that, continued to
be controlled by British-owned companies. McLeod Russel India, the largest tea
growing company in the world, still controls plantations in Assam, supplying
brands like PG Tips, Lipton, Tetley, and Twinings. Though some of these
companies, including McLeod, are now owned by Indians, the operation has
stayed the same, with appalling work conditions. 

“Whether their owners are Indian or foreign, they act the same way,” said
Rappaport. “If you ask workers, labor organizers, they will tell you that this is
the most capitalistic industry. They're always fighting for better conditions,
better wages. So the structure stayed in place.”

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-34173532
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Picking tea on an estate in Sri Lanka or India (Pump Park Vintage Photography / Alamy)

Surrendra Paul — the owner of Typhoo tea — was murdered by an Assamese
liberation member on one of his plantations. His family called it an
assassination, while others called it poetic justice. “One of the repercussions of
having slave labor,” reads one bitter comment on the Times of India article
covering his death. 

Mehta is not the only wealthy Indian to have bought back colonial-era brands:
Tetley Tea, Typhoon, and McLeod Russel are all owned by Indians. The Tata
Group — which the British once refused to invest in and Ford publicly snubbed
— has bought Jaguar, Land Rover, Royal Enfield, and British Steel. Titans all
across India are imagining economic empires of their own, ones that stretch
through once-familiar British territory. 

“The fact that an Indian has bought the East India Company will change any
negativity,” said Mehta. “What I do with it is important — history will judge me
not by the actions of a man 300 years back, but by my own.” Mehta also
founded an East India Company publishing house, which publishes stories on
the Company’s history. “Retail is storytelling,” said Mehta. “Owning the story is
important for me.”

Whether these tycoons represent the dawn of a new empire or the death of an
old one, only time will tell. But the roots of tea trees the Brits once planted still
lie deep within India’s soil, if not its soul. 

Michaela Stone Cross is a staff writer at The Juggernaut.
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